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The purpose of this study was to determine what home
economics teachers perceive they are teaching and compare
their perceptions with what parents and social service
agency representatives in economically depressed counties
perceived students should be taught.

In 1986, Johnson

determined parents' and social service agency
representatives' perceptions of the importance of home
economics concepts for high school students.

In March 1987,

a questionnaire, adapted from Johnson's Nebraska Home
Economics Needs Assessment questionnaire, was mailed to 50
high school home economics teachers from 41 economically
depressed counties throughout Nebraska.

Half of the

teachers (project teachers) had assisted in data collection
for Johnson's study.

Non-project teachers had not been

involved in Johnson's study.

Forty-five usable

questionnaires were returned for a 901. response rate.
Respondents were asked, using a Likert-type scale, to
indicate the extent to which 136 specific concepts in eight
subject matter areas were included in curriculum.

Data were analyzed using frequency distributions,
means, and analysis of variance with Tukey-Honestly
Significant Difference follow-up procedures.

No significant

differences were found between perceptions of project and
non-project teachers at the R<.05 level.

Overall conceptual

means of subject matter areas indicated that Child
Development and Parenting and Management and Other Processes
received the greatest emphasis in the classroom.

Consumer

Education, Basic Employability Skills, and Housing and Home
Furnishings were' least emphasized.
These data were compared with data from Johnson's study
of parents' and agency representatives' perceptions of what
should be taught.

Significant differences at the R<.05

level were found between teachers and parents for 93
concepts and six subject matter areas.

Significant

differences were found between teachers and all other groups
for Basic Employability Skills and Clothing and Textiles.
Teachers should evaluate curriculum content and consider
making recommended revisions to better meet parents' and
agency representatives' perceptions of the needs of
students.

Additional research should be done to determine

the students' perceived needs relative to the home economics
discipline.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of education is to address the present
needs of students and prepare them to live in a changing
society.

Home economics, as part of the education available

in secondary schools throughout the United States, addresses
the continuing concerns of the family.
The mission of home economics is to enable families,
both as individual units and generally as a social
institution, to build and maintain systems of action
which lead (1) to maturing in individual self-formation
and (2) to enlightened, cooperative partiCipation in
the critique and formation of social goals and means
for accomplishing them.

(Brown & Paolucci, 1979, pp.

46-47)

As the basic unit of society, the family is responsible for
providing the necessities of life; for communicating rules,
norms, and values within the home and society; and for
working to change society to increase freedom for all.

To

fulfill these responsibilities, the family encounters many
situations or problems where difficult decisions must be
reached.

,These perennial problems may require practical

reasoning to determine what action ought to be taken.
To address the mission of home economics, teachers need
to identify and teach the concepts that will help
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individuals and families deal with these practical,
perennial problems or continuing concerns.

In 1986,

Johnson's Home Economics Needs Assessment study identified
concepts that parents and social service agency
representatives in economically depressed counties in
Nebraska felt should be taught in home economics courses.
Being aware of how others perceive the needs of students,
however, is no guarantee that the home economics teacher
will develop curriculum to meet these needs.
Newkirk and Lodl

(1986)

identified concepts that home
However~

economics teachers felt were important.

concepts

that home economics teachers feel are important may not
necessarily be what they are teaching.

A number of factors,

such as educational background, personal interests, time
available to make adjustments, department and school
resources, in-service training, professional affiliation,
and continued teacher education, may influence what is
taught in high school home economics.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research was to:

(1) determine

what conc~pts high school home economics teachers in
economically depressed counties in Nebraska perceive they
are teaching, and (2) compare the teachers' perceptions of
what they are teaching with what the parents and agency
representatives perceive should be taught.
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Research Questions
The following research questions were identified as a
means to examine the problem.
1.

What concepts do high school home economics

teachers in economically depressed counties in Nebraska
perceive they are teaching?
2.

Are there differences between the perceptions of

teachers who participated in data collection for Johnson's
(1986) Home Economics Needs Assessment study (project
teachers) and those who did not participate in the Needs
Assessment study (non-project teachers)?
3.

Are teachers' perceptions of what is being taught

the same as parents' and agency representatives' perceptions
of what should be taught?
4.

Have teachers changed their curriculum based on

information gained through feedback from the Needs
Assessment study?
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, the following
definitions will be used:
1.

Economically depressed counties--CoLlnties in

Nebraska that have been identified by the Nebraska State
Department of Vocational Education as being economically
depressed areas.
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2.

Project schools--Schools in economically depressed

counties that participated in the Nebraska Home Eco8omics
Needs Assessment study (Johnson, 1986).

School

administrators randomly selected parents from their school
district to participate in the study.
3.

Project teachers--High school home economics

teachers who assisted in data collection in Johnson's
Nebraska Home Economics Needs Assessment study and received
feedback about the parents' responses in their school.
4.

Non-project schools--High schools in economically

depressed counties that did not participate in the Nebraska
Home Economics Needs Assessment study.
5.

Non-project teachers--High school home economics

teachers in economically depressed counties in Nebraska who
were not involved in the Nebraska Home Economics Needs
Assessment study.
6.

Economically disadvantaged parents--Parents of

Nebraska public school students who qualified for Free and
Reduced School Lunch Meals in 1986.
7.

Non-economically disadvantaged parents--Parents of

Nebraska public school students who did not qualify for Free
and Reduced School Lunch Meals in 1986.
8.

Agency representatives--Social service workers in

economically depressed counties (Income Maintenance and
Protective Service) as identified by the Nebraska Department
of Social Services.
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9.

Concepts--Topics related to the subject matter

areas of consumer education, management and other p,ocesses,
basic employability skills, food and nutrition, housing and
home furnishings, child development and parenting, family
relationships, and clothing and textiles.
Assumptions
For the purpose of this study, the following
assumptions are made:
1.

The survey instrument used to measure concepts is

reliable and valid.
2.

The procedures used to identify non-project

teachers are valid and provide a representative sample
similar to the project teachers.
3.

The persons completing the questionnaires are home

economics teachers who are familiar with their programs and
can accurately record their perceptions of the extent to
which they are teaching various concepts.
4.

Comparisons can be made between what is taught, as

perceived by home economics teachers, and what should be
taught, as perceived by parents and agency representatives.
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Delimitations
Restrictions or confinements of this study are as
follows:
1.

The population for this research will be limited to

home economics teachers in economically depressed counties
in Nebraska.
2.

Responses will be limited to the perceptions of the

persons completing the questionnaires.
3.

The design for the study will be survey research,

using a mailed questionnaire, with follow-up reminders by
mail.
Limitations
This study is limited in the following respects:
1.

Data collection from parents and agency

representatives was completed one year prior to the
collection of data from project and non-project teachers.
2.

This study will be representative only of counties

in Nebraska that were identified as being economically
depressed.
3.

This study will be subject to those weaknesses

inherent in survey research using mailed questionnaires.
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Significance of the Study
Home economics curriculum has been researched, .but no
study has been found that compares expressed needs with what
is perceived as being taught.

Information about what home

economics teachers in economically depressed counties
perceive they are teaching has not been collected.

An

overview of what is being taught in Nebraska's economically
depressed counties will be provided by this research.
The results of this study will also indicate whether
teachers have made changes in curriculum content as the
result of feedback from Johnson's (1986) research.
Because research findings will indicate whether teachers are
teaching what parents and agency representatives perceive
should be taught, teachers will be better able to determine
the revisions which could be made in their curriculum
content to better serve the parent-perceived needs of their
students.
Teacher educators can use these research findings to
help pre-service students (those preparing to be teachers)
and in-service teachers plan curriculum by complementing and
expanding concepts to meet the needs of their students as
perceived by parents and agency representatives.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Education builds on the past, happens in the present,
and anticipates the future.

Because education is a vital

part of society and a lifelong process, curriculum planning
needs to be carefully thought out and then implemented if it
is to meet the needs of students.

What are the factors that

influence curriculum development?

What content should be

included in a given curriculum?

This chapter examines

literature related to (a) curriculum planning and
development;

(b) the phi losophy of home economi cs and how it

affects curriculum; and
curriculum change.

(c)

the factors related to

In addition, this review will report the

needs of students and how those needs are perceived by a
variety of people, including students, members of the
community, teachers, and others.
Curriculum Planning and Development
Each teacher's philosophy of education or framework of
thinking about, developing, and practicing curriculum is
based on personal beliefs and values.

The subject matter

areas chosen, the techniques used, and the objectives
defined by the teacher reflect what the teacher believes
about the learner, about the nature and conditions of
society, and about what the subject matter is or should be.
These beliefs and values are the conscious or unconscious
base for curriculum planning (Jax, 1986).
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present and future needs.

In a national survey of

curriculum development, slightly over 401. of the school
districts reported development or revision of home economics
curriculum over the past five years (Martin, Saif, & Thiel,
1987).

There may have been many reasons for this

development and revision, but one reason may have been that
curriculum revisions were made to reflect changes in the
philosophy of home economics.
The Philosophy of Home Economics
The philosophy of a field of study should be reflected
in the base of its programs and curricula.

In the 1970's,

Brown and Paolucci examined the philosophy of home economics
and defined it as a field of study having a knowledge base
and an obligation for professional service.

The mission

statement they developed reflects the goals, purposes, and
philosophy of home economics.
The mission of home economics is to enable
families, both as individual units and generally as a
social institution, to build and maintain systems of
action which lead (1) to maturing in individual
self-formation and (2) to enlightened, cooperative
participation in the critique and formulation of social
goals and means for accomplishing them.
Paolucci, 1979, p. 46-47)

(Brown &

!!!!I!'!"------...-.-.----........................- .....-..........
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Home economics is a problem-oriented field.

Its

professional service and its knowledge base are generated by
concern within an area of human problems.

"Prabl emil refer's

The nature

to a difficult question for thought or inquiry.

of the problems addressed and the questions asked in home
economics are practical rather than theoretical, perennial
rather than temporary, and are viewed in a social
perspective (Brown, 1977).
If secondary home economics curriculum is to reflect
this mission statement and deal with practical, perennial
problems as they relate to the home, family, and society,
home economics teachers must identify with and internalize
the philosophical base of this field of study.

By making

this philosophy their own, they need not be controlled by
what has always been done in the past.
Since 1985, Nebraska home economics educators have been
studying this philosophy, developing curriculum based on it,
and making evaluations to determine if the content of their
existing curriculum supports this philosophy.

Besides the

change in the philosophy of home economics and of the
teachers, there may be other factors which affect curriculum
content.
Factors Related to Curriculum Change
Change is a continuous, natural process.

As society

changes, peoples' needs change, and curriculum should also
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change to meet these needs.

Curriculum change takes time,

but it is not beyond our control.

"Pressure to chaoge

[often] comes' from outside the education establishment"
(Blakers, 1983, p. 5).
'Outside the education establishment' refers to
federal, state, district, or local sources.

Federal and

state legislation have often provided directives for change.
State directors of home economics education may also
perceive a need to implement curriculum changes.

In

1985-86, a Nebraska home economics curriculum guide was
developed to reflect Brown's et al.
statement.

(1979) mission

This guide was field tested in 1986-87.

In this

state, emphasis has been placed on examining curriculum in
individual schools and revising current programs to fit the
gui de.
Supervisors and staff in some districts have developed
competency tests to insure that students meet certain
minimum standards within a subject matter area (G. McGrath,
personal communication, July 3, 1987).

Teachers may be

directed to teach to meet such standards, although by doing
so, they may not address the needs of the students.
Finally, curriculum may be affected by changes in local
administrative and teaching personnel and changes in
teaching emphasis.

For e>:ample, recent emphasis on computer

literacy has prompted teachers to become acquainted with
computers and provide the opportunity for students to use
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them.

Also, today's emphasis on critical thinking has

Suggested that teachers may need to change their way of
teaching from skill orientation to thought processes.
Curriculum change is not easy.

It may cause stress for

those involved, but it does not mean throwing everything out
and replacing it with something totally new.

Change begins

by assessing what is currently being done relative to what
needs to be done (Hay, 1987).
by (a) doing nothing,

Teachers may react to change

(b) resisting it, or

(c)

being active

participants in the process.
Horn (1984) suggests using the "SWOT technique"
facilitate change.

Using this technique, the

tteaknesses, QPportunities, and
are delineated.

~trengths,

related to the change

They are then considered when planning and

implementing change.
Turnbull

~hreats

to

Expanding upon the SWOT technique,

(1986) found that

~trengths

included curriculum

content; general resources of time, space, and equipment;
human resources of teachers and students; administrative
structure providing coeducational and compulsory classes;
and personal benefits of increased self esteem and
creativity of students.

~eakness

included appropriateness,

cost, and time needed for certain subject matter areas and
activities; antiquated attitudes; outdated equipment; low
inservice priority; student lack of interest or frustration;
and too many students for one classroom.

Qpportunities

include using curriculum as a vehicle for change to occur,
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to promote individual growth and exploration, and to correct
Ihreats to change include fear of

weaknesses.

elim~nation

of home economics programs or courses in the school system,
decreasing interest in home economics, female-oriented
learnings, and the unsuitable teaching expertise of
instructors.
Interferences or threats to change may be (a) cultural,
(b) economic, or

(c) political.

Cultural interferences are

traditions and habits that might be questioned, even
threatened, by significant change.

In a community with

strong ethnic or religious influences, parents and religious
leaders may have definite ideas about what is appropriate or
inappropriate subject matter within a curriculum.

Economic

interference is always a consideration in public education
when funding is required.

If curriculum revision means

increasing or adjusting budget items, the school board and
taxpayers may require proof that a change is necessary.
Political interferences may include state laws and school
policies.

Laws and policies mandating the use of "approved"

textbooks (Apple, 1987) or specific graduation requirements
may influence which students take a particular course and
the course content (Hay, 1987).

Another threat to change

may be personal views of a teacher.

Before change can

effectively take place, a teacher needs to assess personal
attitudes, values, and behavior in the light of the changes
to be made.

Unless the need for change is understood and
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accepted, an effective plan of action will not be developed
or supported (Nies & LaBrecque, 1980).

Although these

interferences may demonstrate the views of the parents,
community, and teachers, they may not necessarily be
concerned with the needs of the students.
Academic Needs of Youth Related to Curriculum
The needs of youth are of great importance in planning
and revising curriculum.

For these needs to be reflected in

curriculum content, several areas that warrant consideration
are:

(a) the future societal trends affecting the adult

lives of students,

(b) the needs of all secondary school age

youth in today's society,

(c) the curriculum needed by

students with special needs, and (d) the students'
perceptions of the subject matter they need to learn.
Future societal trends affecting the adult lives of
students.
"(1)

Keitz

(1987) identified five future trends.

The nation's population is increasing and getting
olde...-.

(2) The structure of the family is changing.
(3) The economic base is changing.
(4) The environment is changing.
(5) Society is changing"

(p. 69).

Each of these trends may change the focus of practical,
pe...-ennial problems to be addressed in home economics
cUl""'riculum.

Because of these trends, youth need to be
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knowledgable and develop a variety of skills.

For example,

Keitz's first trend implies the need for increased -emphasis
on communication and relationships with one another, both
young and old.

Harriman's (1982) writing relates to the

second trend, the changing family structure.

A static

family structure and lifestyle is not a constant for family
members ..

The traditional nuclear family structure has been

joined by the two-wage-earner family, the childless family,
the single-parent family, the blended or binuclear
(remarried) family with children, and the single adult.
Home economics teachers must prepare students to understand
various types of family structures they may experience.

The

third trend suggests that management practices of families
must change as the economy changes.

Curriculum must deal

with identification of personal values, goals, and means to
achieve those goals in times of plenty and in times of
hardship.

The changing environment affects everyone.

The

curriculum used by teachers should foster a feeling of
responsibility for maintaining and preserving the
environment ..

As the fifth trend suggests, many changes are

evident in our society.

Changes in science, medicine,

technology, communications, morals, lifestyles, and
government must be understood and considered when planning
curriculum to meet needs of youth living in a changing
society.

Home economics teachers must be aware of these

changes when planning curriculum to meet student needs.
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Teachers must help students respond to and influence change
in a positive way.
Needs of' secondary school age youth.

Today's youth

need to develop skills to live in the changing world.

Needs

that Smith, Krouse, and Atkinson (1961> identified for youth
of secondary school age that relate to home economics
curr-iculum are:

(a) All youth need to develop salable

skills and attitudes that make them intelligent and
productive workers, ••• (b) all youth need to understand the
significance of the family and the conditions important for
a successful family life, and (c) all youth need to know how
to purchase and use goods and services intelligently, by
understanding the consequences of their actions.

Although

these needs may be representative of our work- and
consumer-oriented society, they may not be true in all
cultures.

In our society, process skills such as oral and

written communication, problem solving, decision making,
critical thinking, human relations skills, personal skills,
and societal skills will be needed to lead a productive life
Wei tz, 1987>.
Home economics has great potential to address these
needs through curriculum in the areas of consumer education,
management and other processes, family relationships, food
and nutrition, clothing and textiles, housing and home
furnishings, child development and parenting, and basic
employability skills.
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Curriculum needed by students with special needs.

Home

economics teachers are often perceived as having a
significant role in educating students with special needs
(Miller and Cooke, 1986).

One group with special needs is

the economically disadvantaged.

Rural families, single

female-headed households with minor children, and minorities
make up the largest number of economically disadvantaged
(low income or poverty) families.
In 1985, there were almost 18,000 young men and women
in Nebraska enrolled in secondary home economics programs.
During the 1983-84 school year more than 3,000 of the
students (17%) enrolled in home economics were economically
disadvantaged (Nebraska Department of Education, 1984).
This percentage is greater than the 15.2% of the people in
the general population nationwide who are economically
disadvantaged (U. S. Department of Commerce, 1984).
Only after making an effort to learn what these
students' needs are and being open to change, can a teacher
plan curriculum to meet these needs.

To be effective,

educators must recognize the special needs, problems, and
interests,that stem from the socioeconomic backgrounds of
students (Campbell, 1975).
Almost every student, both male and female, will
eventually be members of the work force (Hughes, 1985).
Earned income is of particular importance to economically
disadvantaged families.

This may suggest the need for a
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stronger educational focus upon interrelating and
coordinating of the worlds of work and family
1985) •

(Kist~r,

These facts bear consideration in assessing

curriculum content and making revisions to meet the needs of
this group of students.
Students' perceptions of the subject matter they need
to learn.

Besides examining the future trends in society,

the needs of secondary school age youth, and the special
needs of some students, another consideration in planning
curriculum content is what students feel they need.

Burge

and Cunningham (1983) asked 289 junior and senior high
school students from Virginia what they felt were important
subject matter areas in consumer and home economics
education.

Students ranked the areas as follows:

(1) Family economics and home management,
(2) Family relations and child development,
(3) Textiles and clothing,
(4) Food and nutrition, and
(5) Housing, furnishings, and equipment.
It appears that students have identified areas of finances,
management, and human relationships as being most important
in their lives.
Community Perceptions of What is Needed in Home Economics
In a national survey of curriculum development (Martin
et al., 1987) "at least two-thirds of the respondents
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thought that administrators, supervisors, teachers,
students, the board of education, parents, and community
representatives should be involved in curriculum
development"

(p. 46).

Brink (1984) felt that a wide range

of individuals, including legislators, policy makers, and
concerned officials, should be consulted so that a broad
spectrum of societal issues would be analyzed for their
impact on families and family well being.
support

These views

'participative decision-making' in designing

curricula as discussed by Blakers (1983).
Perceptions of state legislators.

Feeling that state

legislators can influence program offerings related to
consumer and homemaking education, Brink (1984) conducted a
study to obtain Colorado state legislators' perceptions of
the appropriateness of subject matter areas for a personal
and family living program.

The 13 concepts included the

traditional areas of family relationships, child
development, consumer education, housing and home
furnishings, foods and nutrition, and textiles and clothing,
as well as areas dealing with public policy issues that
affect the family.

Interviewers explained the purpose of

teaching these concepts was to help students develop a sound
basis for making responsible choices and to increase their
decision-making and communication skills.
"very inappropriate"

On a scale from

to "very appropriate", all concepts

were rated as IIsomewhat appropri ate" to "very appropriate

ll
•
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Using overall conceptual means to indicate appropriateness,
concepts ranked as follows:
(1) Feeding the family nutritiously
(2) Managing money, time, and human resources
(3) Skill in making decisions
(4) Personal, family, and community health
(5) Preparing both men and women for family and work
roles
(6) The needs of elderly family members
(7) The family in relation to the world of work
(8) Dealing with family crisis such as divorce, family
violence, and alcoholism
(9) Child rearing and parenting
(10) Dealing with public policy issues that affect the
family
(11) Getting along with other people
(12) Preparation for marriage
(13) Sexual development and adjustment as a family
member.
Legislators placed "dealing with public policy" ahead
of the personal relationships concepts of "getting along
with others", "preparation for marriage

ll
,

and "sexual

development and adjustment as a family member".

It may seem

logical that legislators rated certain subject matter areas
higher than other areas, because many laws and public
policies address societal concerns of nutrition, management
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of resources, decision making, health, care of the elderly,
and rights and responsibilities of workers.

Textiles and

clothing was, at best, perhaps implied in several concepts;
therefore, it was difficult to determine legislators'
perceptions of its appropriateness for a personal and family
living program.
Perceptions of boards of education.

Percepti ons of

school board members in Nebraska indicated that over 901. of
the home economics programs in their schools included
sewing, child development, food preparation, nutrition, and
family life and relationships (Markussen, 1987).

However,

board members (801.) perceived family financial resource
management, family life and relationships, and how to be a
good parent to be of greatest value.

Occupational

education, consumer education, and parenthood were areas
they wanted to see expanded.

Hughes, Kister, and Smith

(1985) also urged home economics teachers to include
occupational skills which would increase self esteem,
positive attitudes towards work, safe work habits, job
seeking and interpersonal skills.
Perceptions of parents and other community
representatives.

The views of parents should be considered

in curriculum planning because "parents of children at
school, taken by and large as a group in the community, will
be more truly interested in the welfare of children at
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school than any other community group"

(Blakers, 1983, p.

23).

Nichols,"Kennedy, and Schumm (1983) surveyed 174
mothers of third grade children in a midwestern community.
They found the top six topics in home economics programs
that mothers wanted for their daughters to be:

nutrition,

personal grooming, home management, child development,
family relationships, and garment construction.

However,

for their sons, consumer education and household equipment
replaced child development and garment construction in the
top six choices.
There was no significant differences between
[answers of] mothers employed outside the home and the
full time homemaker •••• The more competent the mother
believed she was in an area, the more education she
wanted in that area for her sons or daughters.

Also,

the more the mother herself wanted further study in an
area, the more she wanted that area to be included in
her children's education.

(p. 30)

Johnson (1986) developed a survey instrument to
determine the needs of secondary high school students as
perceived by parents and social service agency
representatives in economically depressed counties in
Nebraska.

The instrument included concepts related to

consumer education, management and other processes, family
relationships, food and nutrition, clothing and textiles,
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housing and home furnishings, child development and
parenting, and basic employability skills to measure how
important parents felt the various concepts were in the home
economics curriculum.

All subject matter areas were

perceived to be important or very important for secondary
high school students by all groups.
Using overall means as a guide, it appeared that
economically disadvantaged parents, non-economically
disadvantaged parents, and social service agency
representatives felt that basic employability skills was the
most important subject matter area needed by home economics
students.

Although there was some variation among the

groups, the overall means of each subject matter area have
been placed in rank order for each of the three groups as
shown on Table 1.

Using overall means as a guide for the

relative importance of each subject matter area, all groups
appeared to rank the areas in approximately the same order.
The inclusion of basic employability skills as a major
subject matter area was unique to this survey instrument.
The high rating this area received suggests that basic
employability skills may be a very important subject matter
area to include in curriculum.
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Table 1
Ranking of Subject "atter Arias by Parents and Agency Representatives

Agency Representatives

Non-Econ. Oisadv. Parents

Econ. Oisadv. Parents
Rank Subject "atter Areas

"ean

Subject "atter Areas

"ean

Subject "atter Areas

"ean

1 Elployability Skills
2 Child Oev./Parenting

4.06
3.93

3.92
3.B2

Elployability Skills
Child Oev./Parenting

4.12
4.09

3 "anagelent/Other
ProclSses
4 Consu.er Education
5 Falily Relationships
6 Food ~ Nutrition
7 Clothing ~ Textiles

3.91

Elployability Skills
"anagelent/Other
ProclSses
Child Oev./Parenting

3.73

3.B3

3.B3
3.B2
3.66
3.43

Consuler Education
Falily Relationships
Food ~ Nutrition
Clothing ~ Textiles

3.64
3.63
3.44
3.19

3.41

Houli ng ~ HOIl
Furnishings

3.14

"anagelent/Other
Processes
Falily Relationships
Consuler Education
Food ~ Nutrition
Housi ng ~ HOle
Furnishings
Clothing ~ Textiles

8 Housi ng ~ HOle
Furnishings

3.B2
3.57
3.31
3.18
3.05

Noh. Scores Mere assigned as follows: 1 • not i.portant, 2 • little ilportance, 3 = ilportant,
4 = very ilportant, 5 = essential.
The data are frol Nebraska Hale Econolics Needs Assesslent (p. 10) by J. Johnson, 19B6, Lincoln, NE:
University of Nebraska. Adapted by per.ission.
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Teachers' Perceptions
Consideration of curriculum content would not pe
complete without input from teachers who are directly
responsible for implementing curriculum to meet perceived
needs.

Studies involving home economics teachers have

focused on several different areas:

(a) the subject matter

concepts home economics teachers feel are important to
teach,

(b) the subject matter they perceive they are

teaching, and (c) the subject matter others have observed
being taught in the classroom.
Important concepts to teach.

Newkirk and Lodl

(1986)

conducted a study to determine home economics teachers'
perceptions of the importance of various concepts.

This

study examined major subject matter areas of human
development and behavior; marriage and family relationships;
parenting and child development; clothing, textiles, and
clothing construction; basic housing needs and housing
space; nutrition and food selection, preparation, and
storage; and consumer education and home management.
Teachers rated each of 194 concepts to be addressed in
secondary home economics classes as very important, somewhat
important, undecided, unimportant, or of no value.
concepts were found to be very important or somewhat
important.

Subject matter areas ranked as follows:

All

.~

!
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1.

Food and nutrition

2.

Human development and family rela:tionships

·3.

Textiles and clothing

4.

Family economics and home management

5.

Housing and household equipment

Unlike Johnson's (1986) study, this study did not include
basic employability or occupational skills as a subject
matter area.
Perception of concepts taught.

Cagin and Williams

(1984) surveyed home economics teachers in four states,
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, and North Dakota.

The

respondents rank ordered seven home economics subject matter
areas according to the frequency with which they were being
taught.

Both experienced and beginning teachers ranked the

four most-taught areas the same.
Rank Ordering of Subject Matter Areas
(According to Frequency With Which They are Taught)
Experienced Teachers

Beginning Teachers
1

Food and nutrition

1

Food and nutrition

2

Clothing and textiles

2

Clothing and textiles

3

Family living

3

Family living

4

Child development

4

Child development

5

Housing

5

Consumer education

6

Consumer education

6

Housing

7

Family finance

7

Family finance
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Family finance was least taught by both groups.

Teaching

experience appeared to make no difference in the frequency
of teaching various subject matter areas.
What is being taught.

Spitze (1985) visited and

observed 190 home economics classes in 40 high schools in
four states in four sections of the country.

Counting the

number of classes in each subject matter area, but not the
amount of time spent in an area, she observed the teaching
of sewing/clothing in 291. of the classes, cooking/food in
271. of the classes, child development in 111. of the classes,

family relationships in 71. of the classes, consumer
education in 51. of the classes, housing in 41. of the
classes, crafts in 41. of the classes, personal care and
health in 31. of the classes, occupations or career
development in 31. of the classes, and art elements were
being taught in .51. of the classrooms.
Professional needs and growth related to curriculum.
Teachers have indicated that they have some particular needs
regarding curriculum planning and change.

In addition to

the actual subject matter being taught in secondary schools,
Spitze (1985) found that home economics teachers recognized
problems with their curriculum.

They wanted more depth and

less breadth in the curriculum.

They indicated a need for

help in:
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(1) increasing enrollment and planning curriculum to
meet the needs and interests of all segments of the
school population,
(2) relating content to societal problems,
(3) strengthening their background in subject areas
other than cooking and sewing along with encouragement
to teach more in the other areas,
(4) developing competence with a variety of teaching
techniques,
(5) continuing professional development, including
membership in professional associations and reading
professional literature,
(6) increasing self-confidence and assertiveness, and
(7) self-evaluation (p. 11).
To continue to be a competent teacher, "one must
continue to be a student and allocate time and energy to
professional growth"

(Moxley, 1984, p. 48).

Updating is an

important part of a home economics teacher's professional
growth and may help the teacher evaluate and change
curriculum.

According to Miller and Cooke (1986), the five

most common types of updating are:
college course work;
seminars;

"(1) university and

(2) workshops, conferences, and

(3) industry observation;

(4) education and

industry staff e,:change; and (5) part-time employment in
industry"
utilized.

(p. 178).

The first three types are most

Teachers need encouragement and incentives to
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continue updating.

Active membership in professional

organizations may provide this encouragement.
Paich (1984) perceived membership in home economics
professional organizations as a way to start a state
networking system which would allow teachers to discuss
curriculum, inservice ideas, budgets, and common problems.
Spitze (1985) found that over 50% of the home economics
teachers she observed belonged to the American Vocational
Association and its state affiliate.

A smaller percentage

belonged to the American Home Economics Association or to
the Home Economics Education Association, but 12% had no
professional membership.

Sixty percent of those observed

had attended the state conference of Vocational Home
Economics teachers.

Over 67% had attended other

professional meetings at the local level, but 15% had not
attended any meetings.
Comparison of Various Studies
From these reported studies, it appears that not
everyone agrees on the importance of various home economics
subject matter areas.

Tables 1 (page 25),2, and 3 provide

a summary of the concepts/subject matter areas included in
various data collection instruments.

Boards of education,

parents, agency representatives, and students all felt that
family economics and family relations/parenting/child
development ranked near the top of areas that should be
taught.

Legislators, mothers, and teachers placed food and
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nutrition very high on the list of what is appropriate,
wanted, important, and taught.

In fact, many

teach~rs

observed teaching in this subject matter area.

were

Parents and

agency representatives, however, placed food and nutrition
much lower on their list of what students need.

Teachers'

perceptions of what is important and what they are teaching
vary only slightly from what was observed and what is taught
in the classroom.
Several studies included concepts unique to that
particular study.

For example,

Markussen (1987) included

Gerontology as a specific concept, Johnson (1986) included
Basic Employability Skills as a subject matter area, Spitze
(1985) observed Crafts, and Brink (1984) included Dealing
with Public Policy Issues as a concept.
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Table 2
~!parilpnl

of P.rclptionl pf L.gi.latorl. Boards of Education. and Moth.r. fro. Vlripu, ¥tudils

begislators' Perception of Appropriateness"
I.
2.
3.
4.

s.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.

Feeding the Falily Nutritiously
Managing Resources
Decision Making
Health
Preparing for Falily ~ Work Roles
Needs of Elderly Falily Melbers
Falily/World of Work
Dealing Mith Crisis
Child Rearing L Parenting
Public Policy ISlues
Getting Along Mith Others
Preparation for Marriage
Sexual Developeent ~ Adiust.ent

Daughters

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
IS.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Falily Finance/Resource Managelent
Falily Life ~ Relationships
HOM to be a Good Parent
Child Developlent ~ BroMth
Food ~ Nutrition
Balance Work and Falily Life
Elployability Skills
Personal ~ Conluler Decision
Man/Hulan Sexuality
Food Preparation
Leadership
Housing ~ Living Environlent
SIMing
Clothing/Textile "anagelent
Clothing/Textile for E.ploYlent
Day Care for ElploYlent
Food/Nutrition for ElploYlent
Gerontology
Housing ~ Design for E.ploYlent

Mothers Wanted for Their'
Sons

1. Mutri tion

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.0.
II.
12.
13.
14.

Boards of Education (Sreatest Valuel"

Personal Brooling
Hale Managelent
Child Developlent
Falily Relationships
Garlent Construction
Food Planning/Preparation
Household Equiplent
Clothing Selection
Consuaer Education
Hale Econolics Occupations
Textiles
Interior Design
Housing

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.

Personal Grooling
Ho.e "anage.ent
Household Equiplent
Consu.er Education
Falily Relationships
Nutrition
Child Develop.ent
Housing
Food Planning/Preparation
Clothing Selection
HOle Econolics Occupations
Interior Design
Text! lei
Garlent Construction

Note. ·Study by Brink (19841, "Study by "arkussen (19871,
(l9B31.

C

Study by Nichols, Kennedy,

~

SchUll
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Table 3
Gglparilons of Perteptions for Varipus Student and Teather Studies

students' Perceptions of Ilportance"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Falily Etonolics/Hole "anagelent
Falily Relations/Child Developlent
Textiies ~ Clothing
Food ~ Nutrition
Housing, Furnishings, and Equiplent

What Tlachers are Teachingc
(Based on NUlber of Ciassel Observed)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
b.
7.
B.
9.
ID.

Se_ing/Clothing
Cooking/Food
Child Developllnt
Falily Relationships
Consuler Education
Housing
Crafts
Personal Care/Health
Occupations/Career Developlent
Art Elelents

Teachers' Perceptions of Ilportante"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Food ~ Nutrition
HUlan Developlent/Falily Relations
Textiles ~ Clothing
Falily Econolics/Hole "anagelent
Housing and Household Equiplent

leathers' Perteptions of What They Are Teaching"
(Frol "ost to Least Frequently Taught)
Beginning Teathers
Experienced Teachers
1. Food and Nutrition
2. Clothing and Textiles
3. Falily Living
4. Child Developlent
5. Housing
b. Conlumer Education
7. Fllily Finance

1. Food and Nutrition
2. Clothing and TextiliS
3. Falily Living
4. Child Developlent
5. Consuler Edutation
b. Housing
7. Felily Finance

Note. "Study by Burge and Cunninghal 11983), "Study by Ne_kirk and Lodl 119Bb), cStudy by Spitze
(1985), ·Study by Cagin and Millials (1984).
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Summa~y

The content of home economics
influenced by'many
needed to

~eflect

students, but not

facto~s.

cu~~iculum

Cu~~iculum

~evision

may be

societal changes and the needs of
eve~yone ag~ees

on the

impo~tance

va~ious

home economics concepts and subject

va~iety

of studies have been done to

peoples'

may be

pe~ceptions

matte~

of
a~eas.

dete~mine va~ious

of home economics

cu~~iculum.

No ~esea~ch has been found that dete~mines whethe~ the
needs of economically disadvantaged students
add~essed

in high school home economics

therefore, this

~esearch

a~e

being

cu~~iculum;

will determine what teachers in

economically depressed areas perceive they are teaching and
how their

pe~ceptions

compare with what

should be taught to meet student needs.

pa~ents

perceive

A

CHAPTER 3
METHOD AND PROCEDURES
Factors related to curriculum planning and changes in
home economics have been identified in the review of
literature.

A variety of previous studies have been

conducted to determine what subject matter is taught in home
economics or what selected persons feel should be taught.
The variation among instruments used in these studies makes
it difficult to compare research that has been done.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the design,
the sample, the procedure for collecting data, and the data
analysis used to compare expressed needs and what is being
taught.

The purpose of this research was:

(1) to determine

what concepts high school home economics teachers in
economically depressed counties in Nebraska perceive they
are teaching, and (2) to compare the teachers' perceptions
of what they are teaching with what the parents and social
service agency representatives perceive should be taught.
The following research questions provided the focus for the
study:
1.

What concepts do high school home economics

teachers in economically depressed counties in Nebraska
perceive they are teaching?
2.

Are there differences between the perceptions of

teachers who participated in data collection for the
Johnson's (1986) Home Economics Needs Assessment study
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(project teachers) and those who did not participate in the
Needs Assessment study (non-project teachers)?
3.

Are teachers' perceptions of what is being taught

the same as parents' and agency representatives' perceptions
of what should be taught?
4.

Have teachers changed their curriculum based on

information gained through feedback from the Needs
Assessment study?
Null Hypotheses
Research questions one and four required descriptive
data, while research questions two and three required
analytical statistics to determine differences between
means.

The following null hypotheses were proposed to

direct the statistical treatment for research questions two
and three.
Hypothesi s 1.

There is no significant difference

between project and non-project teachers' perceptions of
what is being taught (research question 2).
Hypothesis 2.

There is no significant difference among

parents and agencies representatives' perceptions of the
importance of teaching specific home economics concepts and
home economics teachers' perceptions of what is being taught
(research question 3).
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Design of the Study
The primary purpose of survey research is to portray
an accurate profile of persons, events, or practices (Adams
~

Schvaneveldt, 1985).

Survey research was used as the

design of this study because descriptive information was
needed about teachers and what they perceive they were
teaching.

A printed instrument was mailed for data

collection because direct observation of the classroom
teaching was not feasible.
Selection of the Sample
The subjects for this research were fifty high school
home economics teachers in economically depressed counties
in Nebraska.

Because the findings of this research were

compared with data collected by Johnson (1986), some
teachers were selected from the same geographic areas as
used in Johnson's Nebraska Home Economics Needs Assessment
study.

Additional teachers were selected from geographic

areas similar to those used in the Johnson study.
Johnson's sample.

For Johnson's study, a random sample

of economically depressed counties in Nebraska was selected
based on the Nebraska State Department of Vocational
Education's classification of these areas.

Three

populations within these counties were surveyed:
of economically disadvantaged students,

(1) parents

(2) parents of

students who were not economically disadvantaged
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cally disadvantaged), and (3) representatives
Department of Social Services (agency

A random sample was selected from parents of students
igible to receive Free and Reduced School Lunch Meals and
was designated as economically disadvantaged.

The

non-economically disadvantaged parents were randomly
ected from the school's general population that did not
participate in the Free and Reduced School Lunch Meals
program.

Ten names were selected from each group of

economically disadvantaged and non-economically
disadvantaged at each of 24 schools for a total of 480 names
of parents.

Schools that participated in Johnson's study

have been designated as "project schools· in this research
study.
Names and addresses of two groups of social service
workers (Income Maintenance and Protective Service) were
provided by the Nebraska Department of Social Services.
These agency representatives, who work with economically
disadvantaged families, were from the local offices in each
selected economically depressed county.

The entire

population of agency representatives (78) from selected
counties was surveyed.
Sample for this study.

For this study, the teachers

from the twenty-four project schools who facilitated
Johnson's study made up half of the sample.

These project
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teachers were from the following counties and public
school s:
County

Public School

Box Butte
Butler
Cedar
Clay
Cuming
Dakota
Dodge
Dundy
Frontier
Garfield
Hitchcock
Howard
Jefferson
Loup
Merrick
Morrill
Platte
Richardson
Sherman
Stanton
Thomas
Valley
Wayne
Wheeler

Alliance
David City
Hartington
Harvard
West Point
Sioux City
Fremont
Benkelman
Maywood
Burwell
Trenton
Cairo
Fairbury
Taylor
Clarks
Bayard
Humphrey
Falls City
Li tchf i el d
Stanton
Thedford
Ord
Winside
Bartlett

One of these schools had two home economics teachers, making
a total of 25 project teachers.
The remaining twenty-five teachers were randomly
selected from the 69 economically depressed counties as
identified by the Nebraska State Department of Vocational
Education.

Economically depressed counties were listed

alphabetically, and a Table of 900 Random Numbers (Dillman,
1978) was used to identify the initial selection.
sampling interval was used.

A 2.88

If a county that had only one

high school was selected, and if that school was already

--------------------------------------
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included as a project school, the next economically
depressed county listed was chosen.

Schools within the

selected counties were randomly selected if there were two
or more schools with home economics departments in the
county (Nebraska Education Directory, 1986-87).

These

teachers (non-project teachers) were from the following
counties and schools:
County

Public School

Antelope
Arthur
Blaine
Bo>: Butte
Burt
Cedar
Colfax
Custer
Dawson
Douglas
Frontier
Gosper
Harlan
Holt
Jefferson
Logan
Merrick
Nemaha
Perkins
Richardson
Scottsbluff
Thayer
Thurston
Washington

Clearwater
Arthur
Dunning
Hemingford
Tekamah
Wynot
Howells
Merna
Gothenburg
Valley
Eustis
Elwood
Alma
O'Neill
DeWitt
Stapleton
Palmer
Auburn
Madrid
Humboldt
Gering
Hebron
Macy
Fort Calhoun

One non-project school had a home economics department
with two teachers, making a total of 25 non-project teachers
from 24 counties.

The 41 economically depressed counties

which were represented in the sample, are shown on Figure 1.
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o Project Teachers

Figure 1.

• Non-Project Teachers

• 80th Project and Non-Project Teacht!rs

Counties included in the research sample.
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Instrumentat i on
A questionnaire similar to Johnson's (1986) was adapted
by this researcher for a pilot study in the fall of 1986.
The format and basic concepts included in the questionnaire
were the same as those used by Johnson in the Nebraska Home
Economics Needs Assessment.
Nebraska Home Economics Needs Assessment instrument.
Johnson (1986) designed the Nebraska Home Economics Needs
Assessment instrument to measure parents' and agency
representatives' perceptions of the importance of specific
home economics subject matter concepts for high school
students.

Using a Likert-type scale, parents and agency

representatives circled the appropriate number to indicate
their response to the question:
content for students?

How important is this

Possible responses were:

"essential", "ver-y importantll,

UimportantU, IIlittle

i mportance li

II.

,

and "not important

A total of 136 concepts were divided into subject
matter areas of consumer education (17 concepts), management
and other processes (nine concepts), basic employability
skills (ten concepts), food and nutrition (19 concepts),
housing and home furnishings (20 concepts), child
development and parenting (21 concepts), family
relationships (22 concepts), and clothing and textiles (18
concepts) •

A section requesting personal information was

included to identify demographic information about the
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respondents.

A panel of home economics subject matter

specialists and members of an advisory council reviewed and
validated Johnson's questionnaire.
Instrument for this study.

A questionnaire was adapted

from Johnson's instrument for a pilot study of this
research.

The introduction and the Likert-type scale used

in Johnson's questionnaire were re-designed to measure home
economics teachers' perceptions of what they were teaching
in the classroom.

It was field tested by a convenience

sample of ten high school home economics teachers in
Nebraska.

As a result of the pilot study using the

redesigned instrument, the cover letter, introduction,
Likert-type scale, and personal information sections of the
questionnaire were modified to better direct answers towards
the concepts which were being taught.

The Likert-type scale

for measuring the extent to which each concept was taught in
the classroom, was revised to answer the

question~

To what extent is this concept tauClht in your classroom
(included in your curriculum plan)?
1

= not

2

=

included in my course/program,

included but not emphasized-has little importance
in my course/program,

3

=

included but only somewhat emphasized-has some
importance in my course/program,

4

=

moderately emphasized-is very important in my
course/program, and
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5

= emphasized

a great deal-is an essential concept

in my course/program.
Concepts remained the same as they were in Johnson's
(1986) Home Economics Needs Assessment study, with 136
concepts in the following subject matter areas:

consumer

education, management and other processes, basic
employability skills, food and nutrition, housing and home
furnishings, child development and parenting, family
relationships, and clothing and textiles (see Appendix A).
The personal information section was designed to
provide information about the home economics department and
about the teacher.

Information related to the department

included the number and employment status of teachers and
the number of students enrolled in home economics courses
during the 1986-87 school year.

Information about the

teacher included (1) highest level of education,
of years teaching home economics,
memberships,

(2) number

(3) professional

(4) recent update experiences,

(5) awareness of

the 1986 Nebraska Home Economics Needs Assessment study, and
(6) use of feedback about the results from the the Needs
Assessment study (see Appendix A).
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Qata Collection
The following procedure was used for collection of
data for this study:
1.

A questionnaire, a cover letter, a return

envelope, and an advance token of appreciation were sent to
each project and non-project teacher (see Appendices A and

B).
2.

A follow-up post card was sent ten days later to

each teacher whose questionnaire had not been returned (see
Appendix C).
3.

A second follow-up letter and questionnaire were

sent after ten additional days to each teacher who had not
responded (see Appendix C).
Analysis of Data
The data were obtained from the mailed questionnaires
received from the high school home economics teachers in
economically depressed counties.

This information was

entered into the University of Nebraska Control Data Center.
A computer program (see Appendix D) was written by the
researcher using the Statistical Package for Social
Sciences, 10th Edition (SPSSX Institute, Inc., 1986).
Descriptive analyses were done to determine frequencies and
means of concepts being taught, and frequencies of personal
information data.

Compute statements were written to

combine individual means of concepts within each subject

.- ... ..
-'

-~.~---~~--------------------------
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matter area to provide an overall mean for each of the eight
main subject matter areas (Appendix D).

Oneway Analysis of

Variance (ANOYA) was done to determine whether or not
significant differences existed at the

~<.05

level between

concepts taught by project and non-project teachers.

Oneway

ANOVA with Tukey-Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) were
used to determine if means were significantly different at
the

~<.05

level among groups of teachers, economically

disadvantaged parents, non-economically disadvantaged
parents, and social service agency representatives.
All of these procedures were used to provide data for
the hypotheses and answer the research questions posed by
the study.

CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
This research study was designed to determine what
concepts high school home economics teachers in economically
depressed counties in Nebraska perceived they were teaching.
A ten-page questionnaire was sent to each of the 25 project
teachers who helped collect data for Johnson's (1986) study
and to 25 non-project teachers in 41 economically depressed
counties in Nebraska.
main parts.

The questionnaire consisted of two

In the first part, home economics teachers

indicated their perceptions of the extent to which home
economics concepts were taught in their classroom.

The

second part requested personal information about the home
economics department and the teacher.
Response Rate
The response of 45 of the 50 teachers surveyed resulted
in a 901. response rate.

Of the 45 teachers responding, 21

(46.71.) were project teachers, and 24 (53.31.) were
non-project teachers.

Eighty-four percent of the project

teachers and 961. of the non-project teachers returned usable
questionnaires.
Characteristics of Home Economics Departments and Teachers
Using descriptive statistics to describe the data, the
researcher found the home economics departments and teachers
to be similar in the number and employment status of
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teachers.

Table 4 indicates the majority of project

teachers (90.5%) and non-project teachers (91.7%) taught in
one-teacher

d~partments.

None of the departments had more

than two high school home economics teachers.

More than 70%

of all teachers were employed full-time.

Table 4
Characteristics of Departments and Teachers

Project
N=21 (X)

leachu
Non-Project
N=24 (X)

Total
N=45 (%)

19 (90.5Y.)
2 ( 9.5Y.)

22 (91.71.)
2 ( 8.3Y.)

41 (91.1%)
4 ( 8.91.)

15 (71.4%)
6 (28.6%)

18 (75.0Y.)
6 (25.0%)

33 (73.3%)
12 (26. n )

4.8Y.)
(42.91.)
(14.3%)
(14.3Y.)
(23.8%)

3 <12.5%)
II (45.8%)
6 (25.0%)
3 (12.5%)
I ( 4.27.)

4
20
9
6
6

Highest Level of Education
Bachelor's in Home Ec. Ed. 2 ( 9.5%)
Study beyond Bachelor's
12 (57.17.)
4 (19.0%)
Master's in Home Ec.
2 ( 9.5%)
Study beyond Master',
I ( 4.87.)
Other

5 (20.8%)
16 (66.77.)
I ( 4.2%)
2 ( 8.3%)
0 ( 0.07.)

7 <15.6%)
28 (62.2%)
5 (11.1%)
4 ( 8.97.)
I ( 2.2%)

Number of Teachers in Dept.
I

2
Employment
Full Time
Part Time
Number of Students
0-25
26-50
51-75
76-100
Over 100

Years Taught
2 or less
3-5 year I
6-10 years
11-15 year.
Over 15 years

I

9
3
3
5

(

2 ( 9.57.)
0 ( 0.07.)
4 (19.07.)
II (52.47.)
4 (19.07.)

2 ( 8.3%)
5 (20.87.)
7 (29.27.)
3 (12.57.)
7 (29.27.)

4

( 8.9Y.)
(44.4Y.)
(20.0%)
(13.3%)
(13.37.)

(

8.97.)

5 (11.1%)
II (24.4%)

14 (31.17.)
II (24.47.)
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Variations in numbers of students enrolled in the
1986-87 school year were apparent.

Fewer than half of the

project teachers (47.7%) reported having 50 students or
less.

More than half of the non-project teachers (58.3%)

reported 50 students or less.

However, there was a greater

difference between project and non-project teachers in the
"51-75 students" and "over 100 students" categories.
Fourteen percent of the project teachers had 51-75 students,
and 25% of the non-project teachers fit into this category.
Five project teachers (23.8%) had more than 100 students,
but one non-project teacher (4.2%) had more than 100
students.
Fifteen percent of all teachers reported that a
bachelor's degree was their highest level of education.

An

additional 73.3% reported having a master's degree or study
beyond a bachelor's degree.

More than 8% of all teachers

reported study beyond the master's degree.
The number of years of teaching seemed to show the
greatest difference between project and non-project
teachers.

More than half of the project teachers (52.4%)

had been teaching for 11-15 years, with an additional 19%
teaching more than 15 years.

In contrast, 12.5% of the

non-project teachers had been teaching 11-15 years and 29.2%
had been teaching 15 or more years.

More than 24% of all

teachers had been teaching for more than 15 years.
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Tab 1 e 5

Erofessional Memberships and Update Experiences of Teachers

Tucher
Project Non-Project
N=21
N=24
Professional Memberships
NEA
NVHETA
AHEA
NHEA
HEEA
AVA
ABeD
None

14
10
1
1
2
1
0
5

Update Experiences in the Last 2
August Vocational Conference
Inservice Workshops
Summer school classes
NVHETA meetings
Fall/spring classes
AVA meetings
AHEA Meetings
NHEA meetings
None

years
19
IB
II

11
2
5

18
10
/,

5
2
2
0
3
14
11
11
8
6

2

0
I
I

0

3

2

Total
Percent
N=45

71. 1%
44.4%
15.6%
13.3%
B.9%
6.7'!.

0.0%
20.0%
73.3%
64.4%
48.0%
42.2r.

17.8%
11. 1%
6.7%

6.7%
6.7%

Additional information obtained by using frequency
counts, related to teachers' professional memberships and
update experiences.

Table 5 shows that the Nebraska

Education Association (NEA) is the most common membership
for all teachers, followed by the Nebraska Vocational Home
Economics Teachers Association (NVHETA).

Fewer teachers

belonged to other professional home economics organizations,
AHEA, NHEA, AVA, and HEEA.

There were no teachers who
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belonged to the Association for Supervision of Curriculum
Development (ASCD), and nine teachers (20%) did not hold any
professional memberships.
Professional update experiences shown on Table 5
indicate that August Vocational Conference and inservice
workshops were attended by 73.3% and 64.4% of the teachers,
respectively, in the last two years.

More than 17% of all

teachers had enrolled in fall or spring semester home
economics related courses.

Nearly 50% of all teachers had

enrolled in summer school classes.

NVHETA meetings were the

most often attended professional meetings.

Three teachers

(6.7%) reported they had not attended any update experiences
in the last two years.
Changes Made in Curriculum Due to Johnson's Study
Respondents were asked to indicate how feedback from
Johnson's (1986) Needs Assessment study had influenced
curriculum content in their classes this year.

Three out of

21 project teachers (14.3%) indicated that they had not had
time to read or evaluate the report.

Six project teachers

(28.6%) had read the report and planned to make curriculum
revisions, but they had not yet made revisions to reflect
parents' views of what should be taught.

Five teachers

(23.8%) indicated they did not need to make revisions
because their curriculum was already similar to parents'
views.

Four teachers (19.0%) indicated that they had made
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revisions in accordance with the report.

Included in the

areas they had revised were job seeking skills,

ene~gy

conservation,preventing family violence, and child abuse.
Three teachers (14.3%) requested guidance in interpreting
the results of the report and making curriculum revisions.
Perceptions of Curriculum Content by Home Economics Teachers
The remainder of this chapter will report findings
related to the following research questions:
1.

What concepts do high school home economics

teachers in economically depressed counties in Nebraska
perceive they are teaching?
2.

Are there differences between the perceptions of

teachers who participated in data collection for Johnson's
(1986) Home Economics Needs Assessment study (project
teachers) and those who did not participate in the Needs
Assessment study (non-project teachers)?
3.

Are teachers' perceptions of what is being taught

the same as parents' and agency representatives' perceptions
of what should be taught?
First, the differences between teachers' perceptions
will be reported (research question 2).

Next, data related

to the grouped concepts of the eight subject matter areas
will be reported (research question 1).

Fi naIl y,

differences among teachers', parents' and agency
representatives' perceptions for specific concepts within
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each subject matter area will be reviewed (research question
3) .

Differences between teachers' perceptions.

The

following null hypothesis directed the statistical treatment
for

~esearch

question 2:

Null Hypothesis 1.

There is no significant difference

between project and non-project teachers' perceptions of
what is being taught.
The hypothesis was tested by analyzing the scores given
by project and non-project teachers for each of the 136
concepts in the eight subject matter areas.

Scores were

based on a Likert-type scale indicating the extent to which
each concept was perceived to be taught in the classroom
(1

=

not included in my course/program, 2

=

included but not

emphasized-has little importance in my course/program, 3

=

included but only somewhat emphasized-has some importance in
my course/ program, 4

=

moderately emphasized-is very

important in my course/program, 5

=

emphasized a great

deal-is an essential concept in my course/program).

When

each concept was subjected to an analysis of variance test
to determine whether or not significant differences existed
between the means, no significant differences (.05 level of
significance) were found between project and non-project
teachers.

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted.

Because there were no significant differences between
project and non-project teachers' perceptions of curriculum
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content at the

~<.05

level, all teachers' responses were

combined to form one group identified as "teachers".
Teachers' perceptions of subject matter areas.

In

order to address research question 1, descriptive analyses
were done to determine frequencies and means of concepts
Means

being taught by high school home economics teachers.
of concepts within each subject matter area were then
combined to form an overall mean for each area.
The overall subject matter means (tls

= 3.42

to 4.03)

shown on Table 6 indicate that teachers perceived all areas
to be somewhat to moderately emphasized in their curriculum.
(Table 6 also shows differences between other groups by
using a color-coding system.

This will be explained when

differences between groups are reported [page 57].

Expanded

statistical tables showing standard deviations, mean
squares, F-ratios, and F-probabilities for subject matter
areas and concepts within subject matter areas are included
in Appendix E).

The overall means for teachers' perceptions

rated Child Development and Parenting (tl
moderately emphasized.
3.97) ranked second.
and Nutrition (tl

=

=

4.03) as

Management and Other Processes (tl
Family Relationships (tl

=

3.75), Food

3.75), and Clothing and Textiles (tl

=

3.71) ranked in the upper areas of somewhat emphasized.
overall mean for Consumer Education (tl

=

=

The

3.52) ranked it as

slightly more emphasized than Basic Employability Skills
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Table 6
§yllary of AnalYlis Variance (ANOVA) Test for Subilct "atter Arlal by Broups

Tuchers
Subiect "atter Ar.as

N• 45
"un

Child DIVllopltnt and Parlnting (21 concepts)
"anagelent and Other Procls.ls (9 concepts)
F.lily Relationlhips (22 concepts)
Food and Nutrition 119 concepts)
Clothinqllnd.TIKtllU (Iatont'pll)
C.on.lul.erEducation (l7conctpts)
8.(.lie··E.ployablhtySkitltHO.contepts)
Housing and HOlt Furnishings (20 concepts)

Parents
Econ. Non-Econ. Agency
RIps.
Dindv. Dindv.
N • 187 N • 208 N • 75
"Ian
"ean
"ean
3.94a
3.92
3.83a
3.67a

3.73b
3.82
3.65b
3.44b

l.71a

3;44~

3il9t:

3.52a

3.83b
4.06b
3.42a

3.65a
3.'3b
3.14b

4.03a
3.97
3.75ab
3.75.
3.431

3.42ac

4.10al
3.83
3.83ab
3.31b
3.05e
3.57a
4.t3b
3.18bc

Nott. Scores Mere assigned is folloMS: l ' not included/not iaporhnt, 2 • not "phasizedl
little ilportance, 3 • 10leMhat elphasized/ilportant, 4 • lodtrately elphasizld/vlry
ilportant, 5. greatly elphasized/elslntial.
1"lani Mith different letters (a,b,c) Mere lignificantly different at the five plrcent
level in the Tukey-HSD telt.
For Standard Deviations, ".an Squares, F-Ratios, and F-Probabilities see Appendix E-I.
Key
Tables art color-coded to ShOM a significant difference betMeen:
•
•
•
•

Teacherl
Teachers
Ttachers
Teachers

and
and
and
and

All Other Groups
80th Groups of Par.nts
Econ. Disadv. Parents
Non-Econ. Diladv. Parenti
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(tl = 3.43) and Housing and Home Furnishings (tl = 3.42),
which were the least emphasized areas.
Differences in Perceptions of Teachers, Parents, and Social
Services Agency Representatives
Data collected from economically disadvantaged parents,
non-economically disadvantaged parents, and social service
agency representatives for Johnson's (1986) Needs Assessment
study were combined and compared with data from teachers.
The following null hypothesis directed the statistical
treatment for research question 3.
Null Hypothesis 2.

There is no significant difference

among parents' and agency representatives' perceptions of
the importance of teaching specific home economics concepts
and home economics teachers' perceptions of what is being
taught.
The hypothesis was tested by analyzing the ratings
given to each concept by each of the four groups (teachers,
economically disadvantaged parents, non-economically
disadvantaged parents, and social service agency
representatives).

Ratings based on a Likert-type scale

indicated the extent to which concepts were taught in the
classroom (teachers' perceptions) or how important each
concept was for students (parents' and agency
representatives' perceptions).

When each concept was

subjected to an analysis of variance test to determine
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whether or not significant differences existed among the
means for each group at the

~<.05

level, significant·

differences were found between teachers and any other group
for six of the eight subject matter areas and 99 (72.8%) of
the 136 concepts (see Tables 6-14).

The null hypothesis for

the perceptions of parents and agency representatives of
what should be taught and teachers' perceptions of what is
taught was therefore rejected.
The Tukey-HSD follow-up procedure was implemented to
determine which group means were significantly different for
subject matter areas and for each concept.

Table 6 (page

55) shows the differences among teachers' perceptions of the
subject matter areas that are taught and parents' and agency
representatives' perceptions of the subject matter areas
that should be taught.

This table uses two different ways

to express differences between groups.
color coding.

The first way is by

Colored bars represent significant

differences between the teachers and other groups at the
R<.05 level.

The colors represent significant differences

between the teachers and all other groups (orange),
significant differences between the teachers and both groups
of parents (blue), significant differences between teachers
and economically disadvantaged parents (pink), and
significant differences between teachers and
non-economically disadvantaged parents (yellow).
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Lower-case letters (a, b, c, and d) are used to show
all significant differences between groups at the

~<.05

level, including significant differences between the
economically disadvantaged parents, the non-economically
disadvantaged parents, and the agency representatives.
Means with different letters are significantly different.
For example, if the mean for the teacher group has an "a"
after it and the mean for the economically-disadvantaged
parent group also has an "a", there is no significant
difference between each group.

However, if the

non-economically disadvantaged parents' mean has a "b",
there is a significant difference between the
non-economically disadvantaged parents and the economically
disadvantaged parents and teachers at the

~<.05

level.

If

the agency representatives' mean is followed by an "ab",
there is no significant difference between agency
representatives' perceptions and any other group.

However,

if the agency representatives' mean is followed by a "c",
agency representatives' perceptions are significantly
different from all other groups at the

~<.05

level.

Looking at Table 6, teachers' perceptions were
significantly different than all other groups at the

~<.05

level in the subject matter areas of Basic Employability
Skills (tis

=

Textiles (tis

3.43, 4.06, 3.93, 4.13) and Clothing and

=

3.71, 3.44, 3.19, 3.05).

In fact, all other

groups, except teachers, perceived Basic Employability
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Skills to be of greater importance than other subject matter
areas ..

Teachers' perceptions were significantly different

than economically disadvantaged parents' perceptions (but
not significantly different than non-economically
disadvantaged parents') for Consumer Education (tls
3.83).

=

3.52,

Perceptions of teachers were significantly different

than perceptions of non-disadvantaged parents (but not
significantly different than disadvantaged parents) for
Housing and Home Furnishings (tls

=

3.42,3.14), Food and

Nutrition (tls

=

3.75,3.44), and Child Development and

Parenting (tls

=

4.03, 3.73).

For the remaining subject

matter areas, Management and Other Processes and Family
Relationships, no significant differences were found between
teachers and any other group.
Tables 7-14 will be used to briefly report the findings
related to the concepts being taught within each subject
matter area.

Concepts listed on the tables have been

abbreviated.

(For a more complete description of each

concept see Appendi>: A.)
Child Development and Parenting.
Parenting (tl

=

Child Development and

4.03) was the subject matter area receiving

the highest overall mean from the teachers.

Table 7 shows

12 of the 21 concepts addressed in this area had conceptual
means of 4.00 or above (responsibilities of parenting,
readiness for parenting, conception/birth process, child
development, nutrition/health, present choices/future,
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parenting/self-esteem, heredity, selecting child rearing
practices, birth control, home and neighborhood
and decision making/family planning).

en~ironment,

One concept,

community services, had a mean below 3.00.
Teachers perceived eight of the top nine concepts
(responsibilities of parenting, readiness to be a parent,
child [physical, social, etc.] development, conception/birth
process, nutrition/child health, present choices/future,
heredity, and selecting child-rearing practices) to be
significantly more emphasized than both groups of parents
In addition, teachers perceived

perceived they should be.

some concepts to be significantly less emphasized than
economically disadvantaged parents perceived they should be
(child abuse, safety/first aid, selecting day care or
nursery school services, and community services).

For

e><ample, the concept that received the highest mean from
agency representatives and economically disadvantaged
parents, child abuse (tls

=

4.45, 4.29), was significantly

different from the teachers (tl

=

3.76) at the

~<.05

level.

Although there were no significant differences between
teachers' and parents' perceptions for birth control, there
was a significant difference between teachers and both
economically and non-economically disadvantaged parents for
conception/birth (tls

= 4.61,

4.18, 3.99) at the

~<.05

level.
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Table 7
8nalYlis of Yariance (ANOYA) Telts for Child D,velopl,nt and Parenting Concepti by Brpupi .

Teachers
Concepts
N • 45

"ean
RnpOfilibtllttes<ofp.ren.tillg
Readi<nfU.to<be·ii<par,nt
.Chttd··!Ph.ystt'1I;j.lOthlviJ.tt4)i<d.v•.rop •• llt·<······

Parents
Econ. Non-Econ. Agency
Reps.
Diudv. Oisadv.
N• IB7 N • 20B N • 75
"ean
"ean
"ean
4.27b.M5b.
4i2~b

. 4.25b

:.',:07bl: ;·':.i··3'.Bolb·

t,!8bc3·,:.99b·

Cdritept!ofi/btftff·~tdt.n

MuttIUon-ftblld"hnlth
e~enll.t· chQtce(/future
Parenting/self-esteel
ijaradlty
,s.l:eC\fqgiichit.d-"nrtn.g<·p"ac\j·cel:i< ....
Birth control
Environlent (hOle ~ neighborhood)/child
Decision laking/falily planning
Conflicting vieMs/raising children
Child abull
Developing lorals
Creativity in children
Social/cultural influences on parenting

4.43bt
4,52.bl)
'4,23aa~

4,48ac)@

3.9Ib3".691:
3;89bc
4H2bhI3b4.• 38ablil

4.03

4.00

3.63b
li63b

3.m:

4.13a
3.B7ab
3.93.
3.82.
4.29b
3.99

3.92.
3.63b
3.85.
3.53b
4.06a
3.91

3.79

3.58a
l;20b

Beheting day care or nurury schoo! services
Parenting affects society
COllunityurvlcn

3.98b
3.52
3.48b

4.29
M9bc

3;331:4;O.4a~

4.49b
4.03a
4.31b
3.99a
4.45b
4.05
3.61
3.55
3.25b 3.72a
fiIJ6t" 4;03&t
3.588 4.19b
3.39
3.69
3.06a 3.b7b

Note. Scores were a.signed as follow.: 1 = not included/not ilpDrtant, 2 = not elphasized/
little ilportance, 3 = sOleMhat elpha.ized/ilpDrtant, 4 = loderately elphasized/very
ilportant, 5 • greatly elphasized/essential.
I"eans Mith different letters (a,b,c) Mere significantly different at the five percent
level in the Tukey-HSD test.
For Standard Deviations, "ean Squares, F-Ratios, and F-Probabilities see Appendix E-2.
Key
Tables are color-coded to ;hOM a significant difference betNeen:
".
•
•
•

Teachers
Teacher.
Teachers
Teachers

and
and
and
and

All Other Groups
Both Groups of Parents
Econ. Oilldv. Parents
Non-Econ. Oisadv. Parents
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Management and Other Processes.

Teachers perceived all

nine concepts in the Management and Other Processes subject
matter area with means between 3.00 to 5.00 to be somewhat
The four concepts

to moderately emphasized (see Table 8).
with the highest mean scores (tls

=

4.24 to 4.38) were

related to the decision-making process (ability to make
decisions/solve problems, attitude/responsible for
decisions, determining values and goals, and exploring
Evaluating claims made in media (newspapers,

al ternati ves) •

magazines, books, television) rated lowest (tl = 3.22), but
was still somewhat emphasized.
Teachers' perceptions were significantly different from
all groups at the
alternatives (tls
change (tls

=

~<.05

=

level for the concepts, exploring

4.24, 3.70, 3.59, 3.77) and coping with
Teachers' perceptions

3.73, 4.18, 4.13, 4.25).

were also significantly different than non-economically
disadvantaged parents' for determining values and goals (tls

=

4.31, 3.81>.
Family Relationships.

Looking at Table 9, the three

concepts with the highest mean scores from teachers were
related to building relationships (tl
(tl

=

4.62) to a life partner (tl

communication (tl
structure (tl

=

= 4.22)

=

4.33) and commitments

= 4.51).

Effective

and the purposes (tl

4.20), and life cycle (tl

=

= 4.29),

4.18) of the

family were reported as being moderately to greatly
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Table 8
analysis of Varience (ANOVA) Telts for "anaql.lnt Ind Other Processil Conclptl by BrouD!

Telchers

Concepts

N• 45
"ean
Ability to .ake decilionl/lolv. prabl,••
Attitude/responsible for decisions
Deter.ining vilun, golll
E~plartn9Ittern.lti ves
"anaging personal/fa.ily resources
Using .anage.ent process

4.39
4.3b
4.3ta
4,24a
4.02
3.%

Copinglllt~:'han9n

3.731

Nork si.plification
Evaluating clai.5 in .edil

3.47ab
3.22ab

Parents
Econ. Non-Econ. Agency
Disadv. Disadv.
Reps.
N• 187 N• 208 N • 75
"ean
"ean
"eln
4.09
4.10
4.35
4.27
3.94ab 3.81b
3.70b 3i59b
4.11
4.0b
3.72
3.b7
4;IBb hl3b
3.85a 3.59b
3.31i 3.IBab

4.07
4.43
3.9bab'*

3.m
4.00
3.55
4.25b
3.53b
2.m

Note. Scorn Mere assigned as folloMS: 1 = not included/not ilportant, 2 = not elphiSiud/
little i.portance, 3 = so.eMhat e.phasized/i.portant, 4 = .oderately e.phasized/very
i'portant, 5' greatly e.phasized/e5sential.
'"eans Mith different letters (a,b,c) Mere significantly different at the five percent
level in the Tukey-HSD test.
For Standard Deviations, "ean Squares, F-Ratios, and F-Probabilities lee Appendix E-3.
Key
Tables are color-coded to ShOM a significant difference betMeen:
• Telchers
• Teachers
= Teachers
= Teachers

and
Ind
and
and

All Other 9roups
80th Groups of Parents
Econ. Disadv. Parents
Non-Econ. Disadv. Parents
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Concepts of human sexuality (tl

emphasized.

realistic expectations (tl
emphasized.

=

=

4.16) and

were moderately

Identifying special needs (tl

laws and regulations (tl
cultures (tl

= 4.00)

=

=

2.96), family

2.80), and families and different

2.62) were included, but not (or somewhat)

emphasized.
Teachers rated 11 (50%) concepts higher than parents
did (readiness f.or commitments, characteristics of life
partner, building relationships/coop., purposes of family,
effective communication, family structures, family life
cycle, human sexuality, realistic expectations, resolving
conflict, and multiple roles).

The greatest concentration

of significant differences between groups at the R<.05 level
was for concepts rated 3.62 or lower by teachers.

The

concept rated highest by economically disadvantaged parents
and agency representatives was preventing family violence
(tls

= 4.29,

4.44).

Teachers, however, rated preventing

family violence significantly lower (tl

=

3.62).

Economically disadvantaged parents also perceived the
following concepts to be significantly more important/
emphasized than teachers did at the R<.05 level:
group decision making (tls
elderly (tls

=

=

family

3.96, 3.44), caring for the

3.81,3.07), community support sources (tls

3.49,3.00), identifying special needs (tls
family laws and regulations (tls
and different cultures (tls

=

=

3.84,2.96),

= 3.44,2.80),

3.14, 2.62).

=

and families
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Table 9
BRalysi. of Variance (ANOVA) Tests for Fa.ily Relationships Concepts by Groups
~Irenh

Teachers
Concepts
N• 45
Kean
4;621
Mii
4.33

,RlfiidHl"'h'f~r::cn.tt"fl.t.",

Characteristics of life partner
Building relationships/coop.
Purpolllliiilf,:fdil'y:'

' ••,291

'

4.22

Effective co •• unication
FnI:lY'I,tructurn
Falily life cycle
Huun sexual i ty
Reali,tic Ixpectations
Relolving conflict
Attitudes i.pact on others
Kanaging crilis
Kul tip1e rolts
Preventing filii! ),vtolencl'
Choosing lifestyle

•• 20a'

4.1Ba
4.16
4.00
3.%
3.91
3.B4
3.B4a

3,hZa
3.60ab
3.44.
3.3Bab
3.07.
3.00a

F.IUygrbupdnlsloRllai'ing

Stereotyping
Pari,ng::;of."I,derly
COllunity support 10urCli
Idlnt!fyling,lplltiiintldl
Fi.ily laMI,and regulations
Fullifllnddifllr.ntcul.turll

2.96,

2.80a
2.621

Econ. Non-Econ. Agency
Reps.
Diudv. Di udv.
N• 187 N= 208 N• 75
Klin
Kean
Klin
4i20~

k14b

4.11ab
4.22
r:!'i'88b
3.90
3.60&
3.B6ab
3.90
3.BB
4.10
3.%
4.11
3.57ab
4129b
3.52b
3.9611
3.3Ba
3.&lb
3.m
3.84b
3.44b
3.m

3.95b
4.16
'3'.'121t
3.89
3.32t

3.m
3.7S
3.76
4.06
3.B2
4.00
3.40b
4.i5b

3.23a
3.B9b
3.10b
3.67b
3.07.
3.571:
3. 191c

2.711

h33abll
4.12ab
4.11
'3,88a1tM
4.00
3.69b
3.59b
3.99
4.03
4.20
3.91
4.19
3.62ab
4.44b
3.61b
3.95&

3.44ab
M3b

3.51b
3157bc'"
3.32bc
3.00ab

Noh. Scores Mere assigned a& folloM5: t: not included/not ilportint, 2 : not nphasized/
little i'portance, 3 • so.eMhat e.pha5ized/i.portant, 4 • loderately elphasized/very
i'portant, 5 : greatly e.phasized/es5ential.
IKeans Mith different letters (a,b,c) Mere significantly different at the five percent
level in the Tukey-HSD test.
For Standard Dlviations, Kean Squares, F-Ratios, and F-Probabilities lie Appendix E-4.
Key
Tables are color-coded to ShOM a lignificant difference betMeen:
•
•
•
•

Teacherl
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers

and
and
and
Ind

All Other Broups
80th Groups of Parents
Econ. Disadv. Parenti
Non-Econ. Disadv. Parents
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Food and Nutrition.

Teachers' conceptual means in the

Food and Nutrition area (see Table 10) were widely.
distributed (tls

=

Eight concepts (42%) were

2.11 to 4.56).

Planning,

rated as moderately to greatly emphasized.
preparing, and serving meals (tl
emphasized concept.

4.56) was the most

Food handling (tl

=

and energy comparison (tl
4.13) and buying (tl

=

=

=

4.51); time, cost,

4.42); and food comparisons (tl

=

4.27) were also moderately emphasized.

Concepts related to nutrition/wellness (tl

=

4.31) and

calories/exercise (tl

=

4.24) were also part of this group.

Consumer agencies (tl

=

2.33) and world food supply (tl

=

2.11), however, were rated at the bottom as being included
but not emphasized in classroom instruction.
The concepts that teachers perceived to be
significantly more emphasized/important than all other
groups at the
serving (tls

=

~<.05

level were:

planning, preparing, and

4.56, 3.98, 3.68, 3.64); time, cost, and

energy comparisons (tls

=

4.42, 3.72, 3.53, 3.29);

nutrition/wellness (tls

=

4.31, 3.90, 3.78, 3.71);

calories/exercise (tls

=

4.24, 3.62, 3.61, 3.31); and factors

affecting food choices (tls

=

3.84, 3.00, 2.82, 2.63).

Teachers' perceptions of emphasis were significantly less
than all groups for world food supply (tls
2.72, 2.63) and consumer agencies (tls
3.00).

=

= 2.11,

2.96,

2.33, 3.26, 2.83,

Economically disadvantaged parents was the only

group that perceived preserving food (tl

=

3.89) to be of
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lIble 10
AnllYlil of Y.ri.nci !ANOYA) Tilt. for Food Ind Nutrition Conc'ptl by Sroupi

Tuchlrl
Conclph
N• 45
"un
Pl lnn ing, prlplring , Ind I.r yi ng
S.fl/s.nit.ry food hlndling
Ti.l, COlt, Inlrgy co'plr ilons
Nutrition/Ml llnill
Pllnning food buying
Cilorill/,xlrci ll
Co'paring foodl cOlt/nutrient, ItC.
Nutrition nledl of fllily
Prlplring/storing foodl
St.ying .ith food budget
Flctorl Ifflcting food choicil
Ch.nging food h.bitl
Eyalu.ting 'diets'
SIIII/l.rge equiplent
Conllrying Inergy
Nutrition.1 cl.ill
PrlllrYing food
Conlull r Ig. nci.1
Norld food lupp ly

4.~6t

4.51i
4.421
4.31i
4.27.
4.241
4.13.
4.02
3.98.b
3.9B
3. 841
3.60
3.59.
3.51i
3.51.c
3.24.
3.04.
2. 331
2.111

P'r enh
Econ. Hon-Econ. Aglncy
Dindy. Dindy.
RIps.
N• IS7 N• 20B N• 75
"un
"lin
"lin
3.9Sb
4.15.
3.72b
3.90b
3.9SI
3.62b
3.801
3.96
3.961
4.26
3.00b
3.67
3.34.
3.461
3.62.
3.12.
3.89b
3. 26b
2.96b

UBc
3.B7b
3.~3bc

3.7Sb
3.73b
3.61b
3.53b
3.86
3.75ab
4.18
2.82bc
3.61
3.23.b
3.06b
3.18bc
2.98.b
3.391
2.83c
2.72c

3.64cI
3.Blb
3.29c
3.71b
3.64b
3.31c
3.m
3.S8
3.55b
4. !6
2.63c
3. 39
2.m
2.85b
3.01b
2.75b
3.161
3.00bc
2.63c

Scores Mere •• signed .s foil OMS: I • not included/not ilportant, 2 • not e.ph.sized/
little i.port.nce, 3 • sOI.Mh.t I.ph.sized/i.portlnt, 4 = lodlr.tlly I.ph.lizld/yery
ilport.nt, 5 • gre.tly Ilphasized/llllnti.l.
1"I.nl Mith dilllrint Ilttlr. !.,b,c) Mlrl lignilicantly dillerent It the liYI perclnt
I.YII in the Tukly-HSD telt.
For St.nd.rd Deyi.tionl, "e.n Squ.res, F-R.tio5, .nd F-Prob.bilities Ie. App.ndix E-5.
~.

Kty
Tlblel .rl color-codld to IhoM •• ignilic.nt dilierenci bltMlen:
•
•
•
•

Te.chers
Tllchers
Tllchlrs
TI.chlrl

.nd
.nd
Ind
.nd

All Other Group I
80th Broups of P.rlnt.
Econ. Dil.dy. Parlntl
Hon-Econ. Dil.dy. P.rlnts

•
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g~eate~

significantly
pe~ceived

they

impo~tance

disadvantaged

pa~ents

safe/sanita~y

food handling
impo~tant

significantly less

pa~ents

disadvantaged

(tls

=

=

than

3.04)

The

pe~ceived

3.87, 3.81) to be
teache~s

and economically

pe~ceived

4.51, 4.15)

Clothing and Te><tiles.
pe~ceptions fo~

~ep~esentatives

and agency
(tls

=

(tl

Also, non-economically

teaching it.

we~e

teache~s

than

ove~all

it to be.
teache~s'

mean of

Clothing and Te><tiles (tl = 3.71) placed it

midway between the most taught and least taught subject
matte~

Home economics

a~eas.

unde~standing

colo~,

self and family (tl
const~uction

(tl

=

info~mation

using

mode~ately

and

pe~ceived

line, and design (tl
4.31); evaluating

4.23); te><tile

4.40); sewing

info~mation

=

thei~

emphasized in

~ecycling

=

fab~ic

on clothing labels (tl

g~eatly

to

Alte~ing

11).

=

teache~s

clothing (tl

and
(tl

o~

little

the life cycle (tl

2.76)

4.09); and

classes (see Table

=

2.89) and

we~e

membe~s

included but given

no emphasis.

Teache~s pe~ceived

emphasized concepts (tl
mo~e

=

=

4.04) to be

selecting clothing to meet the needs of family
th~oughout

fo~

all five

=

mode~ately

to

g~eatly

4.0 to 5.0) to be significantly

emphasized at the R<.05 level of significance than all

othe~

g~oups

sewing

fo~

te><tile
labels) •

thought they should be

self/family; evaluating

info~mation;

Reasons

fo~

(colo~,
fab~ic

11<

line, design;
const~uction;

info~mation

on clothing

clothing choices and

adve~tising

and using

also
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Tabl. 11
AnalYlil of Variinci (ANOVAI Tilts for Clothing Ind Tlltilll Conclptl by Broupi

Tuch.rl
Concepti
N• 45
"un
Color, linl, dllign
S'Ming for lelf/fllily
EVllulting flbric • conltruction
T.xtile inforlat ion
Uling info on clothing lab.11
Fads and f.lhion
"aintaining clothing (laundry, IInding, etc. 1
Needs/Manti clothing
Clothing/dtcilion .aking
Realon. for clothing choic'l
Advertiling • clothing choict
NaYI to obtain clothing
Conluler rightl/clothing purchal.1
Altlring pltternl
Equipltnt for constructing/.ainttnance
Chooli ng clothing/budget
Alt.ring • rlcycling clothing
Clothing/lif. cycl.

4.40a
4.311
4.231
4.09a
4.041
3.911
3.7Bab
3.7B
3.731
3.71a
3.671
3.62a
3.571
3.53a
3.44ab
3.311
2.B'a
2.761

Pu.nt!
Econ. Non-Econ. Agency
R.ps.
Diudv. Oindv.
N• lB7 N• 20B N• 75
"un
"un
"un
3.45b
3.57b
3.m
3.25b
3.m
3.10b
3.99b
3.57
3.331b
3.14b
3.D7b
3.26ac
3.281
3.3BI
3.62a
3.'6b
3.46b
3.45b

3.33b
3.30c
3.19b
3.07b
3.38c
2.Blc
3.B4ab
3.50
3.14b
2.85c
2.77c
2.93b
2.90b
3.211
3.20b
3.B4b
3.18a
3. 11lc

2.B3c.
2.91d
2.87c
2.71c
3.23c
2.84bc
3.67a
3.35
3.m
2.87bc
2.73c
3.01bc
2.91b
2.69b
3.01b
3.87b
3.00a
3.21bc

Noh. Scores Mere aSligned as folloMs: 1 = not included/not ilportant, 2 = not elphasized/
little ilportanc., 3 • 101.Mhat 'Iphasiz.d/i'portant, 4 = loderately I.phalized/v.ry
i'portant, 5 = greatly elphasiztd/elsential.
1".lnl Mith different letterl (a,b,c,dl Merl lignificantly difflrent It th. fiv. p.rcent
level in the Tukly-HSD telt.
For Standlrd D.viationl, "Ian Squares, F-Ratios, and F-Probabilitill let Appendil E-6.
Kty
Tabltl art color-codtd to shaM a significant difftrtnct bttMt.n:
•
•
•
•

Ttachtrs
Tllch.rl
Ttach.rs
Ttach.rs

and
Ind
and
and

All Other 6raups
90th Broupi of Par.nts
Ecan. Diladv. Parents
Non-Ecan . Disadv. Parenti
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fit into this group.

However, teachers' perceptions were

significantly lower than economically disadvantaged _parents'
perceptions for choosing clothing within a budget (tls
3.31,3.96), altering and recycling clothing (tls

=

=

2.89,

3.46), and selecting clothing to meet special needs
throughout the life cycle (tls

=

2.76, 3.45).

There were no

significant differences between teachers and all other
groups for maintaining clothing (laundry, mending, etc.).
However, for one concept, sewing for self/family, there were
significant differences among all groups at the
(Teachers' mean
mean

=

=

level.

~<.05

4.31, economically disadvantaged parents'

=

3.57, non-economic disadvantaged parents' mean

3.30, and agency representatives' mean
Consumer Education.

=

2.91).

Three (177.) concepts in the

Consumer Education area (see Table 12), comparative pricing
(tl

=

4.31), budgeting (tl

sources (tl

= 4.16),

=

4.29), and reading information

were found to be moderately to greatly

emphasized by teachers in the classroom.
taxes/social security (tl

=

Understanding

2.57) and the relationship

between the consumer and the economy (tl

=

2.76) were least

emphasized.
Teachers perceived this subject matter area to be
Significantly less emphasized/important at the

~<.05

level

than economically disadvantaged parents thought it should
be.

However, no significant differences were found between
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Table 12
enll~Iil

of Vlri.n •• leHOV8) 11111 fer CenlU!lr

~dytltion

COntlRii

hltherl
Contlph
N• 4S
"un
Co,plr.tiv. priting
Budgeting
Infor.atlon lour til Illbtll, toding, •• rrlntiel)
Advlrtiling (purpoIII, ttthniquf. InllYling)
UII/tOst of tr.dit
Conlu.,r rights/relponsibilities
Co.p_ring Itorel, ttt.
"_nlging thetking _ttount
Conlu.er proble.1 (fr_ud)
Finantill rttords
Inlurlntt
Conlu.tr r'lourtei
QUI.tioning spending pltttrn.
SlVingi optionl
Trlnlportltton
Conlullrlttono.y
TI.el/Sotill Stturity

4.311
4.291
4.161
3.981
3.S4
3.S4_
3.711
3.69_
3.44a
3.33_
3.311
3.241
3.29
3.14.

2.S9_
2.761
2.S7a

~~

S[OYRS

e,r.nh
Eton. Non-Eton. Aglnty
RIp',
Oiudv. Oiudv.
N• IS7 N• 20S N• 7S
"un
"un
"un
3.SBb
4.S2ab
3.37b
3.02b
4.17
3.S2a
3.43_
4.bOb
3.SSa
4.44b
4.26b
3.m
3.42
3.84b
3.61b
3.hlb
4. llb

3.3Sb
4.S2ab
3.17bt
2.S4bt
4.10
3.62ab
3.20b
4.bOb
3.37_
4.4hb
3.91t
3.41_
3.36
3.h7b
3.2Sa
3.43bt
3.69t

3.Slbt
4.bSb
3.04t
2.60t
4.OS
3.37b
3.07b
4.m
3.01b
4.m
4.00bt
3.671b
3.24
3.S31b
3.27_
3.ISlt
3.S6t

!Q1!. Stores .er. ISsigned IS follo.s: 1 = not intluded/not i'portint, 2 = not nphlSiled/
little i.port_nte, 3 = .o.e.hat e.ph_siled/i.portant, 4 = .oderately e.ph_,iled/very

i'portant, S • grtltly t.phalil.d/I.ltntial.
t"eans .ith different letters (a,b,t) .Ire signifitlntly differtnt at thl five pertent
Itv.1 in tht Tukly-HSO ttst.
For Standard Deviation., "ean Squares, F-Ratios, and F-Probabiliti •• see Appendix E-7.
KIY
T_ble. art tolor-todtd to Iho. a lignifitant difflrlnte bet.een:
• Teatherl
= T._th.r.
• Ttltherl
= Teathers

and
and
Ind
and

All Other Sroup.
Both Groups of Parents
Eton. Diladv. Parent.
Non-Eton. Disadv. Parents
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teachers' and both groups of parents' perceptions for
budgeting (tls

=

4.29,4.52,4.52), use/cost of credit (tls

3.84,4.17, 4.10), consumer rights/responsibilities (tls
3.84, 3.82, 3.62); consumer problems (tls

=

=

3.44, 3.58,

3.37); and questioning spending patterns (tls
3 .36).

=

=

3.29, 3.42,

Parents perceived the following concepts to be

significantly more important at the R< .05 level than
teachers perceived them to be taught:
(tls

=

4.11, 3.69, 2.57), insurance (tls

financial records (tls
checking account

(tls

=

=

taxes/social security

=

4.26, 3.91, 3.31),

4.44, 4.46, 3.33), and managing a

4 . 60, 4 . 60, 3.69).

Basic Employability Skills.
Employability Skills (tl

=

Teachers perceived Basic

3.43) as only slightly more

emphasized than Housing and Home Furnishings (tl

=

3.42).

All ten concepts in Basic Employability Skills were somewhat
to moderately emphasized (see Table 13).
appearance (tl

=

Improving

3.71) and maintaining satisfactory

relationships with the employer, employees, and customers (tl

=

3.18) were emphasized most and least, respectively.
Teachers' perceptions of all concepts except one

(improving appearance) were significantly different at the
R< .05 level from economically disadvantaged parents'
perceptions.

Economically disadvantaged parents' and agency

representatives' perceptions were significantly higher than
teachers' perceptions for combining home/job
responsibilities (tls

=

4.12, 4.13, 3 . 53).

Greatest
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Table 13
SnllYIII of Ylrilnc. (SMOYA) T'Itl fgr Bllic E.plgYlbillty Skllll Cpnc'ptl by BrgupI

Tuchers
Conc.ph
N • 45

"un
I.proylng Ippearlnc.
D.y.loping ski li l/blhlyiorl for job IUCCIII
COlbining hOII/job r.lponlibilitl .I
E. plorl Cl rllr pOlsi bil it i. I
Job Ipplicltion
Efflct iy. cOllun icltion
A!!.!!i ng p.r!on.l charlct.ri!tic!
Job hunting t,chniqull
Job trli ning kno. l. dge
"ai nt,i ning rllati ons .i th IlploYlr, , tc.

3.71
3. 6Da
3.53,
3.52a
3.441
3.44a
3.421
3.24a
3. 1Ba
3. lBa

Paren!s
Econ. "on-Econ. Ag.ncy
Diudy. Di udy.
Reps.
N • lB7 N • 20B N • 75
"un
"un
"un
3.9B
U 8b
4. 12b
3.m
4. 16b
3.95b
4. DOb
4.07b
4.01b
4. 15b

3.84
4.25b
3.85ac
3. 7b, b
4.12b
3.82ab
3.81b
3.96b
3.87b
4. Dlb

4.D4
4.49bt
4. l3bc
3.84ab
4.28b
4.05b
3.9bb
4.23b
4.00b
4.24b

Note. Scores .ere assigned as folIo •• : l ' not included/not ilportant, 2 • not elphasized/
littll ilportance, 3 • lOle.hat Ilphasized/ilportant, 4 • lod.ratlly .Iphasizld/Ylry
ilportant, 5' greatly 'Iphasiz.d/e•• ential.
t"eans .ith different lett.rs (a,b,c) •• significantly differ.nt at th. liye p.rc.nt
level in the Tukey-HSD test.
For Standard DeYiations, ",an Squares, F-Ratios , and F-Probabiliti's Ie. Appendix E-8.

r.

Key
Tables are color-coded to shoo a significant diff.r.nc. b.t •• en:
• Teachers
• Tlach.rs
• Teachers
= Taachers

and
and
and
and

All Dth.r Groups
Both Groups of Parents
Econ. DisadY. Parents
Non-Econ. DisadY. Parents
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differences between teachers ' and economically disadvantaged
parents ' and non-economically disadvantaged parents:
perceptions were for the concepts of job hunting techniques
(tls

=

3.24, 4.07, 3.96), job application (tls

=

3.44,4.16,

4.12), maintaining relationships with employer (tls

=

3.18,

4.15,4.01), and developing skills/behaviors which lead to
job success (tls

=

3.60, 4.28, 4.25).

Housing and Home Furnishings.

Housing and Home

Furnishings showed the greatest range of means for concepts
being taught (see Table 14).

Although five

(25%) concepts

were perceived to receive moderate to great emphasis in the
classroom (housing alternatives; goals/standards/values/
resources influence housing; financial/legal aspects of
owning/renting; selecting home furnishings and equipment;
and evaluating home comfort/privacy/security, etc.), one
concept, understanding how to shape or control your
neighborhood environment (tl
included but not emphasized.

=

1.91), was not included or
Concepts perceived to receive

moderate to great emphasis related to the identification and
evaluation of housing alternatives (tl

=

goals, standards, values, resources (tl
aspects (tl

=

equipment (tl

4.13).

=

4.47) based on

=

4.38), and legal

Selecting home furnishings and

4.07) also rated among this moderately

emphasized group.

Concepts found to be included but not

emphasized or somewhat emphasized, related to government (tl
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Table 14
enalxsis of Yariance IANOYA) Tists for Housing and HOII Furnishings Concl!ts bX SroYRs

Tllch.,s
Conclph
N• 45
"un
Housing Iltirnativis
Soais/standards/vilues/resources influence housing
Financial/llgal asplcts of oNning/rlntlng
Silicting hOle furnishings and equiplent
Evalultlng h011 cOlfort/privlcY/llcurity etc.
Using dlcilion laking in housing
Purchasing furniture ~ hOle furnishings
Selecting housing
"aking hOle life
Storage principles
Decoratlng/lilittd budget
Influtntt of houling on individuili/falily
Conserving tntrgy
Identifying ~ evaluating house inforlation
Adapting housing/furnishings for spetlal needs
Caring for hOle
Ligil rlghtl/lnflulntlng thlngl
Culture/housing future
60vlrnltnt ~ houling
Neighborhood

4.471
4.381
4.13
4.07a
4.00a
3.84a
3.82a
3.78
3.l>2a
3.5Sa
3.5h
3.501
3.49a
3.09
2.9s.b
2.9h
2.751
2.47ab
2.09a
1.9h

Partnh
Econ. Non-Eton. Agency
Reps.
Dhadv. Dindv.
N• 187 N• 2DS N• 75
"un
"un
"un
3.17b
3.09b
4.011
3.m
3.5Bb
3.m
3.58ab
3.1>5
4.04b
3.22ac
3.44a
3.Mb
4.D3b
3.2S
3.23a
3.m
3.58b
2.119.
3.D9b
2.S9b

2.88c
2.m
3.64
3.20c
3. 34c
3.21c
3.311bc
3.43
3. 71>1
3.01bc
3.01lb
2.83t
3. 1151
3.07
2.S4b
3.m
3.22t
2.m
2. He
2.58c

3. 1llbcf
3.11b
3.8D
3.23bc
3.21c
3.29bc
3.25c
3.110
3.84ab
2.87b
2.95b
3. 11abc
3.55a
3.17
3.01ab
3.52b
3.171
2.52ab
2.114c
2.l>5bc

!!ill. Scores lire anigned as follo.. : l' not included/not ilportant, 2: not nphasized/
little Ilportance, 3 • sOllNhat Ilphasized/ilportant, 4 • loderately elphasized/very
ilportant, 5 : greatly elphasized/essential.
I"eans Nith difflrent litters ta,b,c) Nere significantly diff.rent at the five perc.nt
level in the Tukey-HSD test.
For Standard Dlviations, ",an Squares, F-Ratios, and F-Probabllitl.s see Appendix E-9.
Key
Tabl.s are color-codld to shaN a significant difference betNeen:
•
•
•
•

Teachers
Tlachers
Teachers
Teach.rs

and
and
and
Ind

All Other Sroups
Both Sroups of Par.nts
Econ. Disadv. Parents
Non-Econ. Disadv. Parents

76

= 2.09),

legal rights and responsibilities <tl

culture <tl

=

= 2.75),

2.47), and future trends in housing <tl.= 2.47).

Teachers' perceptions of emphasis rated significantly
higher at the R<.05 level than perceptions of importance
from all other groups for housing alternatives <tls

=

4.47,

3.17, 2.88, 3.16); goals, standards, values, and resources

influencing housing <tls

=

4.38, 3.09, 2.91, 3.11); selecting

home furnishings and equipment <tls
3.23); evaluating a home <tls

=

=

4.07, 3.49, 3.20,

4.00, 3.58, 3.34, 3.21); and

using decision making in housing <tls = 3.84, 3.45, 3.21,
3.29).

Teachers' ratings were significantly lower than

economically disadvantaged parents' for making the home safe
<tls

=

3.62, 4.04), the influence of housing on

individuals/family (tls
<tls

=

3.49, 4.03).

= 3.50,

3.09), and conserving energy

Both economically and non-economically

disadvantaged parents' perceptions were significantly higher
than teachers' for caring for the home <tls = 3.62, 3.44,
2.91), legal rights (tls

housing <tls

=

=

3.58,3.22,2.75), government and

3.09, 2.74, 2.09), and controlling

neighborhood environment <tls

= 2.89,

2.58, 1.91) at the

R<.05 level of significance.

By making a visual examination of the tables, it
appears that 36% of the concepts listed for all the subject
matter areas are color coded orange, which means that
teachers' perceptions are significantly different from all
other groups at the R<.05 level.

An additional eight

